We apply semi-supervised topic modeling techniques to detect health-related discussions in everyday telephone conversations, which has applications in large-scale epidemiological studies and for clinical interventions for older adults. The privacy requirements associated with utilizing everyday telephone conversations preclude manual annotations; hence, we explore semi-supervised methods in this task. We adopt a semi-supervised version of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to guide the learning process. Within this framework, we investigate a strategy to discard irrelevant words in the topic distribution and demonstrate that this strategy improves the average F-score on the in-domain task and an out-of-domain task (Fisher corpus). Our results show that the increase in discussion of health related conversations is statistically associated with actual medical events obtained through weekly selfreports.
Introduction
There has been considerable interest in understanding, promoting, and monitoring healthy lifestyles among older adults while minimizing the frequency of clinical visits. Longitudinal studies on large cohorts are necessary, for example, to understand the association between social networks, depression, dementia, and general health. In this context, detecting discussions of health are important as indicators of under-reported health events in daily lives as well as for studying healthy social support networks. The detection of medical events such as higher levels of pain or discomfort may also be useful in providing timely clinical intervention for managing chronic illness and thus promoting healthy independent living among older adults.
Motivated by this larger goal, we develop and investigate techniques for identifying conversations containing any health related discussion. We are interested in detecting discussions about medication with doctors, as well as conversations with others, where among all different topics being discussed, subjects may also be complaining about pain or changes in health status.
The privacy concerns of recording and analyzing everyday telephone conversation prevents us from manually transcribing and annotating conversations. So, we automatically transcribe the conversations using an automatic speech recognition system and look-up the telephone number corresponding to each conversation as a heuristic means of deriving labels. This technique is suitable for labeling a small subset of the conversations that are only sufficient for developing semisupervised algorithms and for evaluating the methods for analysis.
Before delving into our approach, we discuss a few relevant and related studies in Section 2 and describe our unique naturalistic corpus in Section 3. Given the restrictive nature of our labeled in-domain data set, we are interested in a classifier that generalizes to the unlabeled data. We evaluate the generalizability of the classifiers using an out-of-domain corpus. We adopt a semisupervised topic modeling approach to address our task, and develop an iterative feature selection method to improve our classifier, as described in Section 4. We evaluate the efficacy of our approach empirically, on the in-domain as well as an out-of-domain corpus, and report results in Section 5.
Related Work
The task of identifying conversations where health is mentioned differs from many other tasks in topic modeling because in this task we are interested in one particular topic. A similar study is the work of Prier and colleagues (Prier et al., 2011) . They use a set of predefined seed words as queries to gather tweets related to tobacco or marijuana usage, and then use LDA to discover related subtopics. Thus, their method is sensitive to the seed words chosen.
One way to reduce the sensitivity to the manually specified seed words is to expand the set using WordNet. Researchers have investigated this approach in sentiment analysis (Kim and Hovy, 2004; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003) . However, when expanding the seed word set using WordNet, we need to be careful to avoid antonyms and words that have high degree of linkage with many words in the vocabulary. Furthermore, we can not apply such an approach for languages with poor resources, where manually curated knowledge is unavailable. The other drawback of this approach is that we can not use characteristics of the end task, in our case health-related conversation retrieval, to select the words. As an alternative method, Han and colleagues developed an interactive system where users selected the most relevant words from a set, proposed by an automated system (Han et al., 2009 ).
Another idea for expanding the seed words is using the statistical information. Among statistical methods, the simplest approach is to compute pairwise co-occurrence with the seed words. Li and Yamanishi ranked the words co-occurring with the seed words according to information theoretic costs, and used the highest ranked words as the expanded set (Li and Yamanishi, 2003) . This idea can be more effective when the co-occurrence is performed over subsets instead, as in Hisamitsu and Niwa's work (Hisamitsu and Niwa, 2001) . However, it is computationally expensive to search over subsets of words. Depending on the language and task, heuristics might be applicable. An example of this kind of approach is Zagibalov and Carroll's work on sentiment analysis in Chinese (Zagibalov and Carroll, 2008) .
Alternatively, we can treat the task of identifying words associated with seed words as a clustering problem with the intuition that the seed words are in the same cluster. An effective strategy to cluster words into topics, is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) . However, LDA is an unsupervised algorithm and the clustered topics are not guaranteed to include the topic of interest. The Seeded LDA, a variant of LDA, attempts to address this problem by incorporating the seed words as priors over the topics (Jagarlamudi et al., 2012) . However, the estimation procedure is more complicated. Alternatively, in Topic LDA (TLDA), a clever extension to LDA, Andrzejewski and Zhu address this problem by fixing the membership of the words to valid topics (Andrzejewski and Zhu, 2009) . When the focus is on detecting just one topic, as in our task, we can expand the seed words more selectively using the small set of labeled data and that is the approach adopted in this paper.
Data
One interesting aspect of our study is the uniqueness of our corpus, which is both naturalistic and exhaustive. We recorded about 41,000 land-line everyday telephone conversations from 56 volunteers, 65 years or older, over a period of approximately 6 to 12 months. Since these everyday telephone conversations are private conversations, and might include private information such as names, telephone numbers, or banking information, we assured the subjects that no one would listen to the recorded conversations. Thus, we couldn't manually transcribe the conversations; instead, we used an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system that we describe here.
Automatic Speech Recognition System Conversations in our corpus were automatically transcribed using an ASR system, which is structured after IBM's conversation telephony system (Soltau et al., 2005) . The acoustic models were trained on about 2000 hours of telephone speech from Switchboard and Fisher corpora (Godfrey et al., 1992) . The system has a vocabulary of 47K and uses a trigram language model with about 10M n-grams, estimated from a mix of transcripts and web-harvested data. Decoding is performed in three stages using speaker-independent models, vocal-tract normalized models and speakeradapted models. The three sets of models are similar in complexity with 4000 clustered pentaphone states and 150K Gaussians with diagonal covariances. Our system does not include discriminative training and performs at a word error rate of about 24% on NIST RT Dev04 which is comparable to state of the art performance for such systems. We are unable to measure the performance of this recognizer on our corpus due to the stringent privacy requirements mentioned earlier. Since both corpora are conversational telephone speech and the training data contains large number of conversations (2000 hours), we expect the performance of our recognizer to be relatively close to results on NIST benchmark.
Heuristically labeling a small subset of conversations For training and evaluation purposes, we need a labeled set of conversations; that is, a set of conversations where we know whether or not they contain health-related discussions. Since the privacy concerns do not allow for manually labeling the conversations, we used reverse look-up service in www.whitepages.com. We sent the phone number corresponding to each conversation (when available) to this website to obtain information about the other end of the conversation. Based of the information we got back from this website, we labeled a small subset of the conversations which fell into unambiguous business categories. For example, we labeled the calls to "hospital" and "pharmacy" as health-related, and those to "car repair" and "real estate" as non-health-related.
The limitations of the labeled set The labeled set we obtained is small and restricted in type of conversations. Since phone numbers are not available for many of the conversations we recorded, and also because www.whitepages.com does not return unambiguous information for many of available phone numbers, we managed to label only 681 conversations -275 health-related and 406 non-health-related. This labeled set has another limitation: it contains conversations to business numbers only. In reality however, we are interested in the much larger set of conversations between friends, relatives, and other members of subjects' social support network. Thus, the generalizability of the classifier we train is very important.
Fisher Corpus To explicitly test the generalizability of our classifier, we use a second evaluation set from Fisher corpus (Cieri et al., 2004) . Fisher corpus contains telephone conversations with preassigned topics. There are 40 topics and only one of them, illness, is health-related. We identified 338 conversations on illness, and sampled 702 conversations from the other 39 non-health topics. Since we do not train on Fisher corpus, we call it the out-of-domain task to apply our method on Fisher corpus; as opposed to the in-domain task which is to apply our method on the everyday telephone conversations.
Extra information on subjects' health In the everyday telephone conversations corpus, we also have access to the subjects' weekly self-reports on their medical status during the week indicating medical events such as injury or going to emergency room. We will use these pieces of information to relate the health-related conversations to actual medical events in the subjects' lives.
Method

Overview
As we explained in Section 3, we can label a small set of conversations in the everyday telephone conversations corpus as health-related vs. non-health related. Using this labeled set we can train a support vector machine (SVM) to classify the conversations. In absence of feature selection, the conversations are represented by a vector of tf-idf scores for every word in the vocabulary where tfidf is a score for measuring the importance of a word in one document of a corpus. As we see in Section 5, such a classifier doesn't generalize to the out-of-domain Fisher task (i.e. when we test the classifier on Fisher data set, we do not get good precision and recalls). Generalizability is important in our case, especially because the data we use for training is limited in number and the nature of conversations.
One way to improve generalization is to perform feature selection. That is, instead of using tf-idf scores for the whole vocabulary, we would like to rely only on features relevant to detecting the health topic. We propose a new way for feature selection for retrieving documents containing information about a specific topic when there is only a limited set of labeled documents available. The idea is to pick a few words highly related to the topic of interest as seed words and to use TLDA (Andrzejewski and Zhu, 2009 ) to force those seed words into one (for example, the first) topic. In our task, the topic of interest is health. So, we choose doctor, medicine, and pain -often used while discussing health -as our seed words. Topics in LDA based methods such as TLDA are usually represented using the n most probable words; where n is an arbitrary number. So, the first candidate sets for expanding our seed words are the sets of 50 most probable words in the topic of health in dif-ferent runs of TLDA. As our experiments reveal, these candidate sets contain many words that are unrelated to health . To solve this problem, we use the small labeled set of conversations to filter out the unrelated words. Figure 1 shows the proposed iterative algorithm. The algorithm starts with initializing the seed words to doctor, medicine, and pain. Then, in each iteration, TLDA performs semi-supervised topic modeling and returns the 50 most probable candidate words in the health topic. We select a subset of these candidate words which, if added to the seed words, would maximize the average of precision and recall on the train set for a simple classifier. This simple classifier marks a conversion as health related if, and only if, it contains at least one of the seed words. The algorithm terminates when the subset selection is unable to add a new word contributing to the average of precision and recall. The tf-idf vector for the expanded set represents the conversations in the classification process.
It is worth mentioning that we train TLDA using all 41000 unlabeled conversations, and chose the number of topics, K, to be 20.
Experiments
In all of our experiments, we trained SVM classifiers, with different features, to detect the conversations on health using the popular lib-SVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) implementation. We chose the parameters of the SVM using a 30-fold cross-validated (CV) grid search over the training data. We also used a 4-fold cross validation over the labeled set of conversations to maximize the use of the relatively small labeled set. That is, we trained the feature selection algorithm on 3-folds and tested the resulting SVM tested on the fourth. In in-domain task we always report the average performance across the folds. Table 1 shows the results of our experiments using different input features. We report on recall, precision and F-measure in in-domain and out-of-domain (Fisher) task as well as on average F-measure of the two. The justification for considering the average F-measure is that we want our algorithm to work well on both in-domain corpus and Fisher corpus since we need to make sure that our classifier is generalizable (i.e. it works well on Fisher) and it works well on the private and natural telephone conversations (i.e. the ones similar Figure 1 : Expanding the set of seed words: in each iteration, the current seed words are forced into the topic of health to guide TLDA towards finding more health related words. The candidate set consists of the 50 most probable words of the topic of health in TLDA. We investigate the gain of adding each word of the candidate set to the seed words by temporarily adding it to the seed words and looking at the average of precision and recall on the training set for a classifier that classifies a conversation as health-related if and only if it contains at least one of the seed words. We select the words that maximize this objective and add them to the seed words until no other words contributes to the average precision and recall.
to the in-domain corpus) When using the full vocabulary, the in-domain performance (the performance on the everyday telephone conversations data) is relatively good with 75.1% recall and 83.5% precision. But the out-of-domain recall (recall on the Fisher data set) is considerably low at 2.8%. Ideally, we want a classifier that performs well in both domains. Rows 2 to 5 can be seen as steps to get to such a classifier.
The second row shows the performance of the other extreme end of feature selection: the features include the manually chosen words doctor, medicine, and pain only. While this leads to very good out-of-domain performance, the in-domain recall has dropped considerably. We trained TLDA 30 times, and selected the 50 most probable words in the health topic. The third row in Table 1 shows the average performance of SVM when using the tf-idf of these sets of words as the feature vector on in-domain and out-of-domain tasks. Using the 50 most probable words in health topic significantly improves average F-score (71%) across Table 1 : Performance of SVM classifiers using different feature selection methods. The In-Domain task involves the everyday telephone conversations corpus. We call Fisher corpus out of domain, because no example of this corpus was used in training.
both tasks over using the full vocabulary (42.3%) but it is clear that this is only due to improvement in out-of-domain task. Table 2 shows one set of the 50 most probable words in health topic,the result of one run of TLDA. Evidently, these words contain many irrelevant words. This is the motivation for our iterative algorithm. Next, we evaluate the performance of our iterative algorithm. The fourth row in Table 1 shows the average performance of SVM using expanded seed words that our algorithm suggested in 30 runs. Our algorithm improves the average F-score by 3% comparing to the standard TLDA. This is due to a 5% improvement in out-of-domain task as opposed to a 0.3% performance decrease in indomain task.
Since our algorithm has a probabilistic topic modeling component (i.e. TLDA), different runs lead to different sets of expanded seed words. We extract a union of all the words chosen over 30 runs and evaluate the performance of SVM using this union set. This improves the performance of our method further to achieve the best average Fscore of 78.3%, which is an 85% improvement over using the SVM with full vocabulary. It is important to notice that the in-domain performance is still lower than the full-vocabulary baseline by less than 3% while the out-of-domain performance is the best obtained. Once again, we are more interested in the average F-measure because we need our algorithm to generalize well (work well on out-of-domain corpus) and to work well on natural private conversations (on the conversations similar to the on-domain corpus).
Our last experiment tests statistical association between health-related discussions in everyday telephone conversations, and actual medical pain, medicine, appointment, medical, doctors, emergency, prescription, contact, medication, dial, insurance, pharmacy, schedule, moment, reached, questions, services, surgery, telephone, record, appointments, options, address, patient, advice, quality, tuesday, position, answered, records, wednesday, therapy, healthy, correct, department, ensure, numbers, act, doctor, personal, test, senior, nurse, plan, kaiser Table 2 : 50 most probable words in the topic of health returned by one run of TLDA. The bold words are the ones are hand-picked. events in older adults. As mentioned in Section 3, we have access to weekly self-reports on medical events for subjects' in everyday telephone conversations corpus. We used our best classifier, the SVM with union of expanded seed words, to classify all the conversations in our corpus into healthcontaining and health-free conversations. We then mark each conversation as temporally near a medical event if a reported medical event occurred within a 3-week time window. We chose a 3-week window to allow for one report before and after the event. Table 3 shows the number of conversations in different categories. At first glance it might seem like the number of false positives or false negatives is quite large but we should notice that being near a medical event is not the ground truth here. We just want to see if there is any association between occurrence of health-related conversations and occurrence of an actual medical event in lives of our subjects. We can see that 90.9% of the conversations are classified as health-related but this percentage is slightly different for conversations near medical events(91.5%) vs. for the other conversations (89.1). This slight difference is significant according to χ 2 test of independence (χ 2 (df = 1, N = 47288) = 61.17, p < 0.001). 
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the problem of identifying conversations with any mention of health. The private nature of our everyday telephone conversations corpus poses constraints on manual transcription and annotation. Looking up phone numbers associated with business calls, we labeled a small set of conversations when the other end was a business clearly related or unrelated to the health industry. However, the labeled set is not large enough for training a robust classifier. We developed a semi-supervised iterative method for selecting features, where we learn a distribution of words on health topic using TLDA, and subsequently filter irrelevant words iteratively. We demonstrate that our method generalizes well and improves the average F-score on in-domain and out-of-domain tasks over two baselines, using full vocabulary without feature selection or feature selection using TLDA alone. In our task, the generalization of the classifier is important since we are interested in detecting not only conversations on health with business (the annotated examples) but also with others in subjects' social network. Using our classifier, we find a significant statistical association between the occurrence of conversations about health and the occurrence of self-reported medical events. 
